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Abstract. The DAMA/LIBRA collaboration has recently released updated results from their
search for the annual modulation signal expected from Dark Matter (DM) scattering in their
NaI detectors. We have fitted the updated DAMA result for the modulation amplitudes in
terms of aWeakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP) signal, parameterizing the interaction
with nuclei in terms of the most general effective Lagrangian for a WIMP particle spin up
to 1/2, systematically assuming dominance of one of the 14 possible interaction terms, and
assuming for the WIMP velocity distribution a standard Maxwellian. We find that most of
the couplings of the non–relativistic effective Hamiltonian can provide a better fit compared
to the standard Spin Independent interaction case, and with a reduced fine–tuning of the
three parameters (WIMP mass, WIMP–nucleon effective cross-section and ratio between the
WIMP–neutron and the WIMP–proton couplings). Moreover, effective models for which the
cross section depends explicitly on the WIMP incoming velocity can provide a better fit of
the DAMA data at large values of mχ compared to the standard velocity–independent cross–
section due to a different phase of the modulation amplitudes. All the best fit solutions are
in tension with exclusion plots of both XENON1T and PICO60.
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1 Introduction
Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) are the most popular candidates to provide
the Dark Matter (DM) which is believed to make up 27% of the total mass density of the
Universe [1] and more than 90% of the halo of our Galaxy, and a worldwide experimental
effort is under way to detect them. In particular the DAMA experiment [2–4] has been
measuring for more than 15 years a yearly modulation effect with a sodium iodide target
consistent with that expected due to the Earth rotation around the Sun from the elastic
scattering of WIMPs, claiming a statistical significance of more than 9 σ. Many experimental
collaborations using nuclear targets different from NaI and various background–subtraction
techniques to look for WIMP–elastic scattering (XENON1T [5], LUX [6], XENON100 [7],
XENON10 [8], KIMS [9, 10], CDMS-Ge [11], CDMSlite [12], SuperCDMS [13], CDMS II [14],
SIMPLE [15], COUPP [16], PICASSO [17], PICO-2L [18], PICO-60 [19]) have failed to
observe any anomaly so far, implying severe constraints on the most popular WIMP scenarios
used to explain the DAMA excess.
Recently the DAMA collaboration has released first result from the upgraded DAMA/
LIBRA-phase2 experiment [20]. The two most important improvements compared to the
previous data is that now the exposure has almost doubled and the energy threshold has
been lowered from 2 keV electron–equivalent (keVee) to 1 keVee. In particular, this latter
feature has improved the chances to exploit the DAMA annual modulation amplitudes spec-
tral energy shape to test specific WIMP models. The most popular of them, predicted in
ultraviolet completions of the Standard Model such as Supersymmety or Large Extra Di-
mensions, implies a Spin–Independent (SI) WIMP–nucleus scattering cross section σχN that
scales with the square of the number of nucleon targets in the nucleus:
σχN ∝ [cpZ + (A− Z)cn]2 , (1.1)
with A the nuclear mass number, Z the nuclear charge and cp,n the WIMP couplings to
protons and neutrons, with cn=cp (i.e. an isoscalar interaction) in the most natural realiza-
tions. On the other hand, the expected WIMP–induced scattering spectrum depends on a
convolution on the velocity distribution f(~v) of the incoming WIMPs, usually described by a
– 1 –
thermalized non–relativistic gas described by a Maxwellian distribution whose r.m.s. velocity
vrms ≃ 270 km/s is determined from the galactic rotational velocity by assuming equilibrium
between gravitational attraction and WIMP pressure. Indeed, such model, usually referred
to as Isothermal Sphere, is confirmed by numerical simulations[21], although the detailed
merger history of the Milky Way is not known, allowing for the possibility of the presence
of sizable non–thermal components for which the density, direction and speed of WIMPs are
hard to predict[22].
The combination of a SI isoscalar cross section with the Isothermal Sphere model has
provided for a long time a good fit to the DAMA results in Refs.[2–4], either for a light
WIMP mass, mχ ≃ 10 GeV [23, 24], or for a heavy WIMP mass mχ <∼ 100 GeV. However,
as pointed out in Refs.[25] and [26], with the new DAMA data the goodness of fit of such
scenario has considerably worsened, and is now disfavored (at 5.1 σ for the low-mass solution,
mχ ≃ 8 GeV and at 3.2 σ for the high mass solution, mχ ≃ 53 GeV [25]). On the other
hand an acceptable fit can be obtained by allowing for a substantial isovector component in
the WIMP–nucleon interaction, although at the price of tuning the coupling ratio in order
to suppress the WIMP-iodine interaction.
Although theoretically motivated, a SI WIMP–nucleus cross section is not the only
possible WIMP–nucleus interaction. Actually, the non-observation so far of new physics
at the Large Hadron Collider has strongly prompted for the necessity to go beyond this
“top-down” approach in order to extend the search of Dark Matter candidates to a wider
range of properties through an alternative “bottom-up” strategy not biased by theoretical
prejudice. In particular the WIMP–nucleus cross section can be parameterized in terms of the
most general non–relativistic effective theory complying with Galilean symmetry, including
a possible explicit dependence of σχN on the transferred momentum and on the WIMP
incoming velocity [27–30].
Also within such effective framework it has been shown that a strong tension persists
between an interpretation of the DAMA modulation effect in terms of a WIMP signal and
the results of null experiments [31], if a Maxwellian velocity distribution for the WIMPs is
assumed. Nevertheless no fit of the DAMA result is available in the literature in terms of
non–relativistic EFT models. Moreover, in addition to increasing the exposure, the phase2
result also includes a lower energy threshold, and the new spectrum of modulation amplitudes
no longer shows a maximum, but is rather monotonically decreasing with energy. In light of
these differences it is significant to extend an assessment of the goodness of fit of the new
DAMA result to such scenarios. To this aim, and making the same assumptions on the WIMP
velocity distribution, in the present paper we wish to discuss how effective WIMP–nucleus
interactions can fit the new DAMA data. On top of that, in the analysis of Ref.[31] it was
shown that a combination of xenon and fluorine targets (namely XENON1T and PICO60)
was needed to exclude all the effective theory parameter space. Such assessment made only
use of the size of the modulation amplitudes in the first three bins of the experimental result
in Refs.[2–4], but did not exploit the goodness of fit information. So in the present paper
we will also compare the best–fit parameter space of a WIMP interpretation of the DAMA
result to the present constraints from XENON1T and PICO60.
In our approach we will consider the most general WIMP–nucleus effective Lagrangian
for a WIMP particle of spin 0 or spin 1/2 scattering elastically off nuclei, systematically
assuming the dominance of one of the 14 possible interaction terms of the most general
non–relativistic Hamiltonian invariant by Galilean transformations [29, 30], fitting the new
DAMA data to the three parameters mχ (WIMP mass), σp (WIMP–nucleon effective cross-
– 2 –
section) and cn/cp. Specifically, the goals of our analysis are i) to check if a fit to the DAMA
data better than in the standard SI case can be obtained by using any of the non–standard
interactions of the non–relativistic effective theory; ii) if this is possible with less fine–tuning
of the parameters (in particular of the ratio cn/cp) compared to the SI case; iii) to check in
each case the level of tension between a DAMA interpretation in terms of a WIMP annual
modulation signal and the null results from other experiments (in the following we will
consider the two representative bounds from XENON1T and PICO60).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we summarize the non–relativistic Ef-
fective Field Theory (EFT) approach of Ref.[29, 30] and provide the formulas to calculate
expected rates for WIMP–nucleus scattering; in Section 3 we analyze the DAMA result
including the latest upgrade by comparing the measured modulation amplitudes to the cal-
culated ones in a chi square analysis where in a systematic way each of the couplings of the
effective non–relativistic Hamiltonian is assumed to be the dominant one. We will provide
our conclusions in Section 4. In Appendix A we provide for completeness the WIMP response
functions for the non–relativistic effective theory while in Appendix B we provide the details
of the calculations of the constraints from XENON1T and PICO60.
2 WIMP rates in non–relativistic effective models
Making use of the non–relativistic EFT approach of Ref.[29, 30] the most general Hamiltonian
density describing the WIMP–nucleus interaction can be written as:
H(r) =
∑
τ=0,1
15∑
j=1
cτjOj(r) tτ , (2.1)
where:
O1 = 1χ1N ; O2 = (v⊥)2; O3 = i~SN · ( ~q
mN
× ~v⊥)
O4 = ~Sχ · ~SN ; O5 = i~Sχ · ( ~q
mN
× ~v⊥); O6 = (~Sχ · ~q
mN
)(~SN · ~q
mN
)
O7 = ~SN · ~v⊥; O8 = ~Sχ · ~v⊥; O9 = i~Sχ · (~SN × ~q
mN
)
O10 = i~SN · ~q
mN
; O11 = i~Sχ · ~q
mN
; O12 = ~Sχ · (~SN × ~v⊥)
O13 = i(~Sχ · ~v⊥)(~SN · ~q
mN
); O14 = i(~Sχ · ~q
mN
)(~SN · ~v⊥)
O15 = −(~Sχ · ~q
mN
)((~SN × ~v⊥) · ~q
mN
), (2.2)
In the above equation 1χN is the identity operator, ~q is the transferred momentum, ~Sχ and ~SN
are the WIMP and nucleon spins, respectively, while ~v⊥ = ~v + ~q2µχN (with µχN the WIMP–
nucleon reduced mass) is the relative transverse velocity operator satisfying ~v⊥ · ~q = 0. For
a nuclear target T it can also be written as:
(v⊥T )
2 = v2T − v2min. (2.3)
– 3 –
where, for WIMP–nucleus elastic scattering:
v2min =
q2
4µ2T
=
mTER
2µ2T
, (2.4)
represents the minimal incoming WIMP speed required to impart the nuclear recoil energy
ER, while vT ≡ |~vT | is the WIMP speed in the reference frame of the nuclear center of mass,
mT the nuclear mass and µT the WIMP–nucleus reduced mass. Moreover t
0 = 1, t1 = τ3
denote the the 2 × 2 identity and third Pauli matrix in isospin space, respectively, and the
isoscalar and isovector (dimension -2) coupling constants c0j and c
1
j , are related to those to
protons and neutrons cpj and c
n
j by c
p
j = (c
0
j + c
1
j)/2 and c
n
j = (c
0
j − c1j)/2.
Operator O2 is of higher order in v compared to all the others, implying a cross section
suppression of order O(v/c)4) ≃ 10−12 for the non–relativistic WIMPS in the halo of our
Galaxy. Moreover it cannot be obtained from the leading-order non relativistic reduction of
a manifestly relativistic operator [29]. So, following Ref.[29, 30], we will not include it in our
analysis.
Assuming that the nuclear interaction is the sum of the interactions of the WIMPs with
the individual nucleons in the nucleus the WIMP scattering amplitude on the target nucleus
T can be written in the compact form:
1
2jχ + 1
1
2jT + 1
|M|2 = 4π
2jT + 1
∑
τ=0,1
∑
τ ′=0,1
∑
k
Rττ
′
k
[
cτj , (v
⊥
T )
2,
q2
m2N
]
W ττ
′
Tk (y). (2.5)
In the above expression jχ and jT are the WIMP and the target nucleus spins, respectively,
q = |~q| while the Rττ ′k ’s are WIMP response functions (that we report for completeness in
Eq.(A.1)) which depend on the couplings cτj as well as the transferred momentum ~q and (v
⊥
T )
2.
In equation (2.5) the W ττ
′
Tk (y)’s are nuclear response functions and the index k represents
different effective nuclear operators, which, crucially, under the assumption that the nuclear
ground state is an approximate eigenstate of P and CP , can be at most eight: following
the notation in [29, 30], k=M , Φ′′, Φ′′M , Φ˜′, Σ′′, Σ′, ∆,∆Σ′. The W ττ
′
Tk (y)’s are function
of y ≡ (qb/2)2, where b is the size of the nucleus. For the target nuclei T used in most
direct detection experiments the functions W ττ
′
Tk (y), calculated using nuclear shell models,
have been provided in Refs.[30, 32].
For a given recoil energy imparted to the target the differential rate for the WIMP–
nucleus scattering process is given by:
dRχT
dER
(t) =
∑
T
NT
ρWIMP
mWIMP
∫
vmin
d3vT f(~vT , t)vT
dσT
dER
, (2.6)
where ρWIMP is the local WIMP mass density in the neighborhood of the Sun, NT the number
of the nuclear targets of species T in the detector (the sum over T applies in the case of more
than one target), while
dσT
dER
=
2mT
4πv2T
[
1
2jχ + 1
1
2jT + 1
|MT |2
]
, (2.7)
with the squared amplitude in parenthesis given explicitly in Eq.(2.5). Finally, f(~vT ) is the
WIMP velocity distribution, for which we assume a standard isotropic Maxwellian at rest in
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the Galactic rest frame truncated at the escape velocity uesc, and boosted to the Lab frame
by the velocity of the Earth. So for the former we assume:
f(~vT , t) =
1
N
(
3
2πv2rms
)3/2
e
−
3|~vT+~vE |
2
2v2rms Θ(uesc − |~vT + ~vE(t)|) (2.8)
N =
[
erf(z)− 2√
π
ze−z
2
]−1
, (2.9)
with z = 3u2esc/(2v
2
rms). In the isothermal sphere model hydrothermal equilibrium between
the WIMP gas pressure and gravity is assumed, leading to vrms=
√
3/2v0 with v0 the galactic
rotational velocity. The yearly modulation effect is due to the time dependence of the Earth’s
speed with respect to the Galactic frame:
~vE(t) = vSun + vorb cos γ cos
[
2π
T0
(t− t0)
]
, (2.10)
where cos γ ≃0.49 accounts for the inclination of the ecliptic plane with respect to the Galactic
plane, T0=1 year, t0=2 June, vorb=2πr⊕/(T0) ≃ 29 km/s (r⊕=1 AU, neglecting the small
eccentricity of the Earth’s orbit around the Sun) while vSun=v0+12, accounting for a peculiar
component of the solar system with respect to the galactic rotation. For the two parameters
v0 and uesc we take v0=220 km/s [33] and uesc=550 km/s [34]. In the isothermal model the
time dependence of Eq. (2.10) induces an expected rate with the functional form S(t) =
S0 + Sm cos(2π/T − t0), with Sm > 0 at large values of vmin and turning negative when
vmin <∼ 200 km/s. In such regime of vmin and below the phase is modified by the focusing
effect of the Sun’s gravitational potential [35], while when Sm ≪ S0 the time dependence
differs from a simple cosine due the contribution of higher harmonics[36].
The expected rate in a given visible energy bin E′1 ≤ E′ ≤ E′2 of a direct detection
experiment is given by:
R[E′
1
,E′
2
](t) = MTexp
∫ E′
2
E′
1
dR
dE′
(t) dE′ (2.11)
dR
dE′
(t) =
∑
T
∫ ∞
0
dRχT (t)
dEee
GT (E′, Eee)ǫ(E′) dEee (2.12)
Eee = q(ER)ER, (2.13)
with ǫ(E′) ≤ 1 the experimental efficiency/acceptance. In the equations above ER is the
recoil energy deposited in the scattering process (indicated in keVnr), while Eee (indicated
in keVee) is the fraction of ER that goes into the experimentally detected process (ioniza-
tion, scintillation, heat) and q(ER) is the quenching factor, GT (E′, Eee = q(ER)ER) is the
probability that the visible energy E′ is detected when a WIMP has scattered off an isotope
T in the detector target with recoil energy ER, M is the fiducial mass of the detector and
Texp the live–time exposure of the data taking.
In particular, in each visible energy bin DAMA is sensitive to the yearly modulation
amplitude Sm, defined as the cosine transform of R[E′
1
,E′
2
](t):
Sm,[E′
1
,E′
2
] ≡
2
T0
∫ T0
0
cos
[
2π
T0
(t− t0)
]
R[E′
1
,E′
2
](t)dt, (2.14)
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Figure 1. Minimum of the χ2 of Eq.(3.1) at fixed WIMP mass mχ as a function of mχ for different
WIMP-nucleus interactions.
while other experiments put upper bounds on the time average S0:
S0,[E′
1
,E′
2
] ≡
1
T0
∫ T0
0
R[E′
1
,E′
2
](t)dt. (2.15)
In the present paper we will systematically consider the possibility that one of the
couplings cj dominates in the effective Hamiltonian of Eq. (2.1). In this case it is possible to
factorize a term |cpj |2 from the squared amplitude of Eq.(2.5) and express it in terms of the
effective WIMP–proton cross section:
σp = (c
p
j )
2
µ2χN
π
, (2.16)
(with µχN the WIMP–nucleon reduced mass) and the ratio r ≡ cnj /cpj . It is worth pointing
out here that among the generalized nuclear response functions arising from the effective
Hamiltonian (2.1) only the ones corresponding to M (SI interaction), Σ′′ and Σ′ (both re-
lated to the standard spin–dependent interaction) do not vanish for q →0, and so allow to
interpret σp in terms of a long–distance, point–like cross section. In the case of the other
interactions Φ′′, Φ′′M , Φ˜′, ∆ and ∆Σ′ the quantity σp is just a convenient alternative to
directly parameterizing the interaction in terms of the cpj coupling.
3 Analysis
The DAMA collaboration has recently released modulation amplitudes Sexpm,k ≡ Sm,[E′k,E′k+1],
with uncertainties σk, (corresponding to the predictions of Eq.(2.14)) in the visible energy
– 6 –
cj mχ,min (GeV) rχ,min σ (cm
2) χ2min
c1
11.17 -0.76 2.67e-38 11.38
45.19 -0.66 1.60e-39 13.22
c3
8.10 -3.14 2.27e-31 11.1
35.68 -1.10 9.27e-35 14.23
c4
11.22 1.71 2.95e-36 11.38
44.71 -8.34 5.96e-36 27.7
c5
8.34 -0.61 1.62e-29 10.83
96.13 -5.74 3.63e-34 11.11
c6
8.09 -7.20 5.05e-28 11.11
32.9 -6.48 5.18e-31 12.74
c7
13.41 -4.32 4.75e-30 13.94
49.24 -0.65 1.35e-30 38.09
c8
9.27 -0.84 8.67e-33 10.82
42.33 -0.96 1.30e-34 11.6
c9
9.3 4.36 8.29e-33 10.69
37.51 -0.94 1.07e-33 15.23
c10
9.29 3.25 4.74e-33 10.69
36.81 0.09 2.25e-34 12.40
c11
9.27 -0.67 1.15e-34 10.69
38.51 -0.66 9.17e-37 13.02
c12
9.26 -2.85 3.92e-34 10.69
35.22 -1.93 2.40e-35 12.47
c13
8.65 -0.26 1.21e-26 10.76
29.42 0.10 5.88e-29 14.28
c14
10.28 -0.59 2.61e-26 11.21
38.88 -1.93 2.19e-27 14.48
c15
7.32 -3.58 2.04e-27 12.91
33.28 4.25 2.05e-33 16.26
Table 1. Absolute and local minima of the χ2 (see Eq.(3.1)) for each of the couplings cj of the
effective Hamiltonian (2.1).
range 1 keVee< E′ < 20 keVee in 0.5 keVee energy bins for a total exposure ≃ 2.46
ton year, corresponding to the combination of DAMA/NaI [37], DAMA/LIBRA–phase1
[2, 3] and DAMA/LIBRA–phase2 [20]. In our analysis we will assume constant quench-
ing factors q=0.3 for sodium, 0.09 for iodine and a Gaussian energy resolution G(E′, Eee) =
Gauss(E′|Eee, σ) = 1/(
√
2πσ)exp(−(E′ − Eee)/2σ2) with σ = 0.0091 (Eee/keVee) + 0.448√
Eee/keVee in keVee. To compare the theoretical predictions to the experimental data, for
each coupling cpj , j = 1, 3, 4...15 we consider 14 energy bins, of 0.5 keVee width, from 1
keVee to 8 keVee, and one high–energy control bin from 8 keVee to 16 keVee ([E′k, E
′
k+1],
k = 1, ..., 15 ). In particular the combined DAMA phase1–phase2 high–energy spectrum
shows a large positive fluctuation in the interval 16 keVee–20 keVee with modulation am-
plitude Sm = 0.0028 ± 0.0006 cpd/kg/keVee, i.e. a more than 4 σ effect. DAMA does
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Figure 2. Contour plots of the χ2 of Eq.(3.1) minimized with respect to σp in the mχ-r plane for
each of the interaction terms of Eq.(2.1). The thin (green) solid lines, the thick (red) solid lines, the
thin (blue) dotted lines, and the thick (black) dotted lines correspond to 2, 3, 4, and 5 σ regions
respectively. The best-fit points in the low and high mass regions are shown by the star and the
corresponding values of the best–fit parameters are quoted in Table 1.
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Figure 3. The 5–σ best-fit DAMA regions are compared to the 90% C.L. upper bounds from
XENON1T (solid purple line) and PICO60 (green dots) in the mχ–σp plane for each of the interaction
terms of Eq.(2.1). In each plot the value of r is fixed to the corresponding absolute minima quoted
in Table 1 and the star represents the absolute best-fit values of mχ and σp.
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not provide details about such excess, but the residual rate in the the 10 keVee–20 keVee,
presumably dominated by the 16 keVee–20 keVee bin, shows random positive and negative
fluctuations during the years [20] so it would be questionable to ascribe it to a possible
WIMP signal. Moreover, diluting such strong positive fluctuation in a single 8 keVee–20
keVee interval would still yield a 3–σ effect that would bias the fitting procedure without
making use of its very peculiar spectral features. For this reason we adopt as a control high–
energy bin the interval 8 keVee< E′ <16 keVee, where the measured modulation amplitude
is Sm = 0.00040 ± 0.00046 cpd/kg/keVee.
We perform our χ2 test constructing the quantity:
χ2(mχ, σp, r) =
15∑
k=1
[
Sm,k − Sexpm,k(mχ, σp, r)
]2
σ2k
(3.1)
and minimize it as a function of (mχ, σp, r). In Fig. 1 we show the result of such minimization
at fixed WIMP mass mχ. From such figure one can see that for each coupling c
p
j two local
minima are obtained. The details of such minima are provided in Table 1. The first thing
one can notice from such Table is that all models yield an acceptable χ2: in the worst case,
i.e. c7, (χ
2)min=13.94, with p–value ≃ 0.30 with 15-3 degrees of freedom. Moreover, for all
of them with the exception of c7 and c15 the absolute minimum of the χ
2 is below or equal
to that corresponding the standard SI interaction c1.
In addition, the best fit parameters appear to be less tuned compared to the SI case.
This can be seen in Fig. 2, where for each of the effective model couplings we provide the
contour plots of the χ2 in the mχ–r plane. In such figures the lines represent contours for
χ2 − χ2min = n2: n = 2 for the thin (green) solid lines, n = 3 for the thick (red) solid
lines, n = 4 for the thin (blue) dotted lines and n = 5 for the thick (black) dotted lines. In
particular, the regions within 2 and 3 σ for c1 appear strongly tuned to the value r=-0.76,
corresponding to a cancellation in the WIMP-iodine cross section, whereas for most of the
other effective interactions the corresponding contour encompasses a much wider volume of
the parameter space.
In agreement to the analysis of Ref.[31], also the WIMP interpretation of the new
DAMA data is in conflict to the constraints from null experiments. To show this in Fig. 3
we compare the best-fit regions in the mχ–σp plane to the constraints from XENON1T and
PICO60. In each plane the value of the r parameter is fixed to that of the corresponding
absolute minimum in Table 1, and the star represents the absolute best-fit values of mχ and
σp. Moreover, for clarity we only show with a solid (red) closed line the best-fit contour for
χ2 − χ2min = n2 with n=5, while the solid (purple) and dotted (green) open curves represent
in each plot the 90% upper bound from XENON1T and PICO60, respectively. From such
figure one can conclude that all the best-fit solutions are in tension with the null results of
both experiments.
To better understand the impact of the new data (and in particular, the additional two
experimental bins below 2 keVee) on the χ2 in Fig. 4 we show the predicted modulation
amplitudes for our best–fit models and compare them to the corresponding experimental
data. Moreover, for each effective coupling the contributions from WIMP–sodium (dashes)
and WIMP–iodine (dot–dashes) scattering to the total modulation amplitude (solid line)
is provided in Fig. 5. In particular, from this latter figure it is evident that, to provide a
good fit to the measured modulation amplitudes, a peculiar pattern for the two contributions
due to WIMP scattering off sodium and iodine is required, namely a sodium contribution
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with maximum at approximately 2 keVee and approaching modulation phase inversion at
lower energies, where instead the term due to iodine is steeply increasing. Such behavior
is in agreement to the findings of Ref.[25] for the coupling c1 and holds also for all the
other interaction terms of Eq.(2.1). In the case of c1 the iodine contribution is naturally
enhanced compared to that of sodium due to the dependence of the cross section on the
square of the atomic mass number of the target (see Eq. (1.1)). As a consequence, the
r parameter needs to be tuned to suppress the iodine contribution (i.e. close to the value
rIodine ≃ −53/(127−53) ≃ -0.7, see Eq.(1.1)), since below 2 keVee the measured modulation
amplitudes are increasing only mildly. In the case of c1 this inevitably reduces also the sodium
contribution, since −Z/(A − Z) is roughly similar (≃ -0.9) also for sodium, enhancing the
fine tuning. This is clearly visible in the first panel of Fig. 2. On the other hand, for all the
other interactions of Eq.(2.1) the value of r corresponding to a cancellation in the nuclear
response function for iodine is normally unrelated to that for sodium, so that the iodine
contribution can be suppressed without reducing that from sodium in a more natural way.
On top of that, with the exception of the Φ′′ nuclear response function, all the other ones
typically show a milder enhancement of the iodine signal compared to that for sodium in the
first place. In particular with the exception of c7 and c14 and, to a lesser extent, c5 and c8,
the contribution of the scattering amplitude proportional to v⊥2T (see Eq.(A.1) is completely
negligible. On the other hand for c7 and c14 only the term proportional to v
⊥2
T is present in
the cross section, while for c5 and c8 such term is not negligible (for the choice of parameters
corresponding to the absolute minima of Table 1 it contributes between 10% and 25% of
the modulation amplitude in the first bin due to the iodine contribution through the M
nuclear response function). As a consequence of this, the interaction terms c4, c6, c7, c9, c10
and c14 depend on the spin–dependent nuclear response functions Σ
′′ and/or Σ′ which are
proportional, respectively, to the component of the nuclear spin along the direction of the
transferred momentum or perpendicular to it. This implies only a factor ≃ two hierarchy
between the WIMP–iodine and the WIMP–sodium cross sections. Moreover, in the case
of c5 and c8 the velocity–independent term of the cross section depends on the ∆ response
function, which is proportional to the nucleon angular momentum content of the nucleus,
favoring elements which have an unpaired nucleon in a non s–shell orbital. Both iodine and
sodium have this feature, implying also in this case no large hierarchy between the cross
sections off the two nuclei. Namely, numerically the isoscalar response function at vanishing
momentum transfer W 00T∆(q → 0) for sodium is a factor ≃ 0.25 smaller compared to that for
iodine. Finally, the WIMP–nucleus cross section for interaction c13 is driven by the Φ˜
′ nuclear
response function for which W 00
T Φ˜′
(q → 0) for sodium turns out to be a factor ≃ 6.3 larger
than that for iodine. The bottom line is that, compared to the standard SI interaction, for
all such effective models the cross section for scatterings off iodine is naturally less enhanced
or even subdominant, implying a lower fine tuning of the parameters. On the other hand,
interactions c3, c12 and c15 are driven by the Φ
′′ nuclear response function, which is sensitive
to the product of the nucleon spin and its angular momentum. As a consequence, similarly
to the SI case, such interaction favors heavy elements over light ones, leading to a large
hierarchy between iodine over sodium. However, as explained above, in this case the value of
r corresponding to a suppression of the iodine response function is quite different to that for
sodium (for instance, we checked that riodine ≃ -2.3 and rsodium ≃ -0.7 for a 2 keVee recoil
energy). This implies that, at variance with SI scattering, the iodine contribution for Φ′′ can
be suppressed without reducing that for sodium, and less tuning is needed to obtain a good
fit.
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We conclude our discussion with a comment about the behavior of the χ2 at large
mχ. As can be seen from Fig. 1 for most models (namely, all those for which the explicit
dependence of the cross section from v⊥ is negligible) the χ2 shows a steep rise at large mχ.
This can be understood because in this case the predicted modulation amplitude is given
by the cosine transform of the rate of Eq.(2.6), which is a function of the vmin parameter
only, and turns out to be negative for vmin <∼ 200 km/s [25]. Moreover, at fixed recoil energy
vmin is decreasing with mχ (and eventually independent on it). As a consequence, when
mχ is large one has vmin < 200 km/s in all the energy range of the DAMA signal, implying
that the predicted modulation amplitudes result negative. Since the corresponding measured
modulation amplitudes are all positive this implies a bad fit to the data and a large χ2.
Moreover, while in DAMA phase1 the modulation data showed a maximum with energy, this
is no longer true for phase2, where they are monotonically decreasing. This means that, to
get an acceptable χ2, the contribution to the expected modulation rate of the halo function
at small values of vmin <∼ 300 km/s must, if present, be subdominant, in order not to lead
to a spectrum rising with energy (this requirement is even more stringent in presence of a
momentum-dependence of the rate). This means that effects such as gravitational focusing
or energy-dependence of the phase[35], which pertain to the vmin <∼ 300 km/s regime of
the WIMP velocity distribution integral, can only affect configurations with a large χ2. On
the other hand, when the cross section shows a non–negligible dependence on v⊥, (i.e. for
models c5, c8, c7 and c14) the integral of Eq.(2.6) is dominated by large values of v > 200
km/s irrespective of vmin and positive modulation amplitudes can be obtained in the energy
range of the DAMA signal also at large values of mχ, implying in such regime a milder
increase of the χ2.
4 Conclusions
The DAMA collaboration has released first results from the upgraded DAMA/LIBRA-phase2
experiment [20]. In the present paper we have fitted the updated DAMA result for the modu-
lation amplitudes in terms of a WIMP signal, parameterizing the WIMP–nucleus interaction
in terms of the most general WIMP–nucleus effective Lagrangian for a WIMP particle of spin
0 or spin 1/2. In particular we have systematically assumed the dominance of one of the 14
possible interaction terms of the Hamiltonian of Eq.(2.1) and fitted the experimental ampli-
tudes to the three parameters mχ (WIMP mass), σp (WIMP–nucleon effective cross-section)
and cn/cp (neutron over proton coupling) assuming for the WIMP velocity distribution a
standard Maxwellian. Our results show that with only the two exceptions of c7 and c15 all
the couplings of the non–relativistic effective Hamiltonian can provide a better fit compared
to the SI case (see Table 1), and with a reduced fine–tuning of the parameters (see Fig. 2).
This is explained by the fact that in the new DAMA data the energy threshold has been
lowered from 2 keVee to 1 keVee, and the new energy bins are sensitive to WIMP–iodine scat-
terings also for a low WIMP mass. In the SI case this requires to highly tune the parameters
to suppress the iodine contribution, in order to avoid an otherwise too steeply increasing
spectrum at low energy of the modulation amplitudes compared to the data. On the other
hand, if the WIMP–nucleus cross section is driven by other operators the fine tuning re-
quired to suppress iodine is reduced and/or the hierarchy between the WIMP–iodine and
the WIMP–sodium cross section is less pronounced in the first place. Moreover, we have
observed that effective models for which the cross section depends explicitly on the WIMP
incoming velocity show a different phase of the modulation amplitudes at large values of the
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Figure 4. DAMA modulation amplitudes as a function of the measured ionization energy Eee for
the absolute minima of each effective model. The points with error bars correspond to the combined
data of DAMA/NaI [37], DAMA/LIBRA–phase1 [2, 3] and DAMA/LIBRA–phase2 [20].
WIMP mass compared to the standard velocity–independent cross–section, allowing to get
a better fit of the DAMA data. As shown in Fig. 3 all the best fit solutions are in tension
with exclusion plots of both XENON1T and PICO60.
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Figure 5. DAMA modulation amplitudes as a function of the ionization energy Eee for the absolute
minimum of each of the interaction terms of Eq.(2.1). The DAMA data points with corresponding
error bars are shown in green color. The salmon (dashed) and yellowgreen (dot-dashed) lines show the
contributions to the modulation amplitude from WIMP scattering off sodium and iodine respectively.
The combined contributions (sodium+iodine) of each model are shown by a solid line.
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A WIMP response functions
We collect here the WIMP particle–physics response functions introduced in Eq.(2.5) and
adapted from [29, 30]:
Rττ
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B Constraints
In the present analysis we include the constraints from XENON1T [5] and PICO60 [19].
B.1 XENON1T
For XENON1T we have assumed zero WIMP candidate events in the range 3 PE≤ S1 ≤
30 PE in the lower half of the signal band, as shown in figure 2 of Ref.[5] for the primary
scintillation signal S1 (directly in Photo Electrons, PE) for an exposure of 34.2 days and a
fiducial volume of 1042 kg of xenon. We have used the efficiency taken from Fig. 1 of [5],
a light collection efficiency g1=0.144, while for the light yield Ly we have used the NEST
model of Ref. [38] with an electric field E=120 V/cm and the parameters of Table 1 with
the exception of the Lindhard parameter k=0.15, to reproduce the combined energy curves
of Fig. 2b of [5].
For XENON1T we have modeled the energy resolution combining a Poisson fluctuation
of the observed primary signal S1 compared to < S1 > and a Gaussian response of the
photomultiplier with σPMT = 0.5, so that:
GXe(ER, S) =
∞∑
n=1
Gauss(S|n,√nσPMT )Poiss(n,< S(ER) >), (B.1)
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with Poiss(n, λ) = λn/n!exp(−λ).
B.2 PICO60
PICO60 [19] uses C3F8 as the target. Only the threshold Eth=3.3 keV was analyzed, with
a total exposure of 1167.0 kg day and 0 event detected. We use for fluorine and carbon the
nucleation probabilities of Fig. 4 of [18].
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